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0IEVRMRK 1EXGLMRK ERH %KKVIKEXMSR
)H ,STOMRW
(ITEVXQIRX SJ )GSRSQMGW 9RMZIVWMX] SJ )HMRFYVKL )HMRFYVKL ), .=
9RMXIH /MRKHSQ
6IGIMZIH .YP]  
*MGXMXMSYW TPE] ERH WXMQYPYWpVIWTSRWIVIMRJSVGIQIRX PIEVRMRK EVI I\EQMRIH MR XLI
GSRXI\X SJ E PEVKI TSTYPEXMSR [LIVI EKIRXW EVI VITIEXIHP] VERHSQP] QEXGLIH ;I
WLS[ XLEX XLI EKKVIKEXMSR SJ XLMW PIEVRMRK FILEZMSV GER FI UYEPMXEXMZIP] HMJJIVIRX
JVSQ PIEVRMRK EX XLI PIZIP SJ XLI MRHMZMHYEP 8LMW EKKVIKEXI H]REQMG FIPSRKW XS
ZEPMH JSV XLI [LSPI GPEWW SJ H]REQMGW 8LIWI VIWYPXW EVI XLIVIJSVI VSFYWX XS QSWX
.SYVREP SJ )GSRSQMG 0MXIVEXYVI
2YQFIVW ' ( w  %GEHIQ G 4VIWW
/I] ;SVHW
 -2863(9'8-32
8LIVI LEW FIIR ER MRGVIEWMRK MRXIVIWX MR YWMRK IZSPYXMSREV] QSHIPW XS I\
TPEMR WSGMEP TLIRSQIRE MR TEVXMGYPEV XLI IZSPYXMSR SJ GSRZIRXMSRW ,S[
IZIV IZSPYXMSREV] QSHIPW LEZI RSX EGLMIZIH YRMZIVWEP EGGITXERGI 8LIVI
LEW FIIR WSQI WOITXMGMWQ EW XS XLI HIKVII XS [LMGL IZSPYXMSREV] H]REQ
MGW EVI VIPIZERX XS IGSRSQMG WMXYEXMSRW -R ER IZSPYXMSREV] W]WXIQ REXYVI
GLSSWIW XLI MRHMZMHYEPW [LS IQFSH] WYTIVMSV WXVEXIKMIW -R LYQER WSGMIX]
MRHMZMHYEPW PIEVR XLI] GLSSWI WXVEXIKMIW XLEX WIIQ WYTIVMSV 8LIVI MW RS
GIVXEMRX] XLEX XLI H]REQMGW KIRIVEXIH F] XLI X[S HMJJIVIRX TVSGIWWIW EVI
MHIRXMGEP &YX MJ SRI MRWMWXW SR FEWMRK WSGMEP IZSPYXMSR SR HIGMWMSRW XEOIR
F] MRHMZMHYEP EKIRXW XLMW TVIWIRXW MXW S[R TVSFPIQW ;LEX HSIW MRHMZMHYEP
PIEVRMRK FILEZMSV PSSO PMOI [LIR EKKVIKEXIH EGVSWW E TSTYPEXMSR# 0MXXPI
VIWIEVGL LEW FIIR HSRI SR XLMW MWWYI ERH XLI VIWYPXW XLEX HS I\MWX EW [I
WLEPP WII FIPS[ EVI RSX IRGSYVEKMRK
- [SYPH PMOI XS XLERO EPP XLI TISTPI EX +6)5%1 1EVWIMPPI JSV XLIMV LSWTMXEPMX] [LMPI
[VMXMRK XLMW TETIV %PER /MVQER /IR &MRQSVI 8MPQER &cSVKIVW 0EVV] 7EQYIPWSR (ER *VMIH




8LIVI EVI E RYQFIV SJ TSXIRXMEP VIWTSRWIW 3RI EHSTXIH F] &MRQSVI
ERH 7EQYIPWSR  MW XS HIZMWI E PIEVRMRK WGLIQI [LMGL ETTVS\MQEXIW
XLI H]REQMGW KIRIVEXIH F] IZSPYXMSR 8LYW XLI VIWYPXW SJ IZSPYXMSREV] KEQI
XLISV] GSYPH FI VIGVIEXIH F] PIEVRMRK %RSXLIV MW XS KIRIVEPM^I XLI IZSPY
XMSREV] H]REQMGW F] EFERHSRMRK TEVXMGYPEV JYRGXMSREP JSVQW ERH PSSOMRK EX
[MHI GPEWWIW SJ H]REQMGW [LMGL WEXMWJ] mQSRSXSRMGMX]n SV mSVHIV GSQTEXM
FMPMX]n 2EGLFEV  *VMIHQER  /ERHSVM IX EP  8LI LSTI MW
WMQMPEV XS JEPP [MXLMR XLIWI [MHIV GEXIKSVMIW ,S[IZIV MR XLMW TETIV E HMJ
JIVIRX ETTVSEGL MW XEOIR 6EXLIV XLER HIWMKRMRK PIEVRMRK QSHIPW XS WYMX
SYV TYVTSWIW [I I\EQMRI X[S I\MWXMRK QSHIPW SJ PIEVRMRK FILEZMSV GYV
VIRX MR XLI PMXIVEXYVI 8LMW MW HSRI MR XLI GSRXI\X SJ E PEVKI VERHSQ QM\MRK
TSTYPEXMSR
8LI UYIWXMSR SJ EKKVIKEXMSR SJ PIEVRMRK FILEZMSV MW SJ MRXIVIWX MR MXW S[R
VMKLX %W GER FI WIIR MR JSV I\EQTPI 'VE[JSVH  SV 'ERRMRK 
PIEVRMRK FILEZMSV EKKVIKEXIH EGVSWW E PEVKI TSTYPEXMSR GER FI UYEPMXEXMZIP]
HMJJIVIRX JVSQ FILEZMSV EX XLI PIZIP SJ XLI MRHMZMHYEP -RHIIH [I WLS[ XLEX
EKKVIKEXMSR GER WSPZI QER] SJ XLI TVSFPIQW IRGSYRXIVIH MR I\MWXMRK PIEVR
MRK QSHIPW 7IGSRHP] XLI VIWYPXERX H]REQMGW EVI RSX MR KIRIVEP MHIRXMGEP
IZIR WEXMWJ] QSRSXSRMGMX] ,S[IZIV XLI] EPP FIPSRK XS E GPEWW SJ H]REQMGW
ERH WLEVI QYGL SJ XLIMV UYEPMXEXMZI FILEZMSV
QIERW SJ GEPGYPEXMRK 2EWL IUYMPMFVMYQ SV MR XLI XIVQMRSPSK] SJ XLI XMQI MR
MR XLEX MX [EW EWWYQIH XS FI E TYVIP] QIRXEP TVSGIWW F] [LMGL EKIRXW [SYPH
XLEX MW E FIWX VITP] XS XLI EZIVEKI TEWX TPE] SJ STTSRIRXW 3RI GER MRXIVTVIX
XLMW EW XLSYKL IEGL TPE]IV YWIW TEWX TPE] EW E TVIHMGXMSR SJ STTSRIRXW
GYVVIRX EGXMSRW 8LMW MW SJ GSYVWI MR XLI WTMVMX SJ XLI EHNYWXQIRX TVSGIWW
E TVMSVM [LIVI WYGL E REMZI JSVQ SJ FILEZMSV QMKLX PIEH MR JEGX MX LEW
FIIR WLS[R JSV I\EQTPI XLEX XLI IQTMVMGEP JVIUYIRGMIW SJ WXVEXIKMIW TPE]IH
ERH MR EPP   KEQIW 1M]EWE[E 
E QIERW SJ QSHIPMRK PIEVRMRK 8LMW LS[IZIV MW ER MRXIVTVIXEXMSR XLEX

 *YHIRFIVK ERH /VITW  .SVHER  1MPKVSQ ERH 6SFIVXW  1SRHIVIV
ERH 7LETPI]  ERH =SYRK 
PIEVRMRK QEXGLMRK ERH EKKVIKEXMSR 
[MXL XLI MHIE SJ TPE]IVW mPIEVRMRKn ER IUYMPMFVMYQ 'SRZIVKIRGI XS E TYVI
WXVEXIK] IUYMPMFVMYQ MW VIPEXMZIP] WXVEMKLXJSV[EVH EJXIV E GIVXEMR XMQI IEGL
TPE]IV [MPP OIIT XS E WMRKPI TYVI WXVEXIK] ,S[IZIV EW =SYRK  *Y
HIRFIVK ERH /VITW  ERH .SVHER  EPP RSXI GSRZIVKIRGI MR
IQTMVMGEP JVIUYIRGMIW XS E QM\IH 2EWL IUYMPMFVMYQ QE] SRP] IRXEMP XLEX
TPE] TEWWIW XLVSYKL E HIXIVQMRMWXMG G]GPI SJ MRGVIEWMRK PIRKXL XLVSYKL XLI
WXVEXIKMIW MR MXW WYTTSVX -R SRI WIRWI TPE]IVW mFIPMIJWn GSRZIVKI IZIR MJ
XLIMV EGXMSRW HS RSX MR XLEX MR XLI PMQMX XLI] [MPP FI MRHMJJIVIRX FIX[IIR
XLI HMJJIVIRX WXVEXIKMIW MR XLI WYTTSVX SJ XLI 2EWL IUYMPMFVMYQ ,S[IZIV
MJ TPE]IVW FIPMIJW EVI TVIHMGXMSRW SJ XLIMV STTSRIRXW TPE] [LMPI GSVVIGX SR
EZIVEKI XLI] EVI GSRWMWXIRXP] MRGSVVIGX JSV MRHMZMHYEP VSYRHW SJ TPE] -Q
KMIW TPE]IVW XEOI RS EGGSYRX SJ XLI JEGX XLEX STTSRIRXW EVI EPWS PIEVRMRK
7MQMPEVP] MJ EW RSXIH EFSZI TPE] GSRZIVKIW XS E G]GPI TPE]IVW HS RSX VI
WTSRH XS XLI GSVVIPEXIH REXYVI SJ TPE] *MREPP] ETEVX JVSQ XLI GEWI SJ ^IVS
GSRZIVKIW
8LIVI EVI SXLIV QSHIPW SJ PIEVRMRK MR KEQIW ;I GER MHIRXMJ] E GPEWW SJ
PIEVRMRK VYPIW EW FIMRK FEWIH SR KVEHMIRX EPKSVMXLQW 8LI FILEZMSV TSWXY
 -RHIIH XLIWI
RSRWXVEXIKMG WIXXMRKW 1SVI VIGIRXP] XLI] LEZI FIIR ETTPMIH XS KEQI XLI
SV] F] ,EVPI]  'VE[JSVH   &cSVKIVW ERH 7EVMR  ERH
TPE] E WMRKPI TYVI WXVEXIK] [LMGL MW E FIWX VITP] EKIRXW TPE] E QM\IH WXVEX
IK] -J E WXVEXIK] MW WYGGIWWJYP XLI TVSFEFMPMX] EWWMKRIH XS MX MW MRGVIEWIH SV
MR XLI XIVQMRSPSK] SJ TW]GLSPSKMWXW XLI mFILEZMSV MW VIMRJSVGIHn 8LYW WYGL
QSHIPW EVI WSQIXMQIW GEPPIH mPIEVRMRK F] VIMRJSVGIQIRXn SV mWXMQYPYW
VIWTSRWI PIEVRMRKn %W XLIWI QSHIPW SXLIV REQI mKVEHMIRXn WYKKIWXW FI
LEZMSV MW QIERX XS GPMQF XS[EVH LMKLIV TE]SJJW %HNYWXQIRX MW XLIVIJSVI
XEMRIH EVI RSX RSXEFP] QSVI TSWMXMZI 'VE[JSVH  WLS[W JSV I\EQTPI
MPEV VIWYPX MR E QSHIP [LIVI KVEHMIRX PIEVRMRK MW EKKVIKEXIH EGVSWW E PEVKI
TSTYPEXMSR
%W [I [MPP WII LS[IZIV 'VE[JSVHW VIWYPX HSIW RSX XIPP XLI [LSPI WXSV]
ERH EKKVIKEXMSR HSIW LIPT [MXL QER] SJ XLI TVSFPIQW SYXPMRIH EFSZI *Y
HIRFIVK ERH /VITW  MR JEGX TVSTSWI XLI MHIE SJ E VERHSQ QM\MRK
8LIVI EVI SXLIV QSHIPW RSX GSRWMHIVIH LIVI WYGL EW XLI QSVI WSTLMWXMGEXIH &E]IWMER
PIEVRMRK SJ /EPEM ERH 0ILVIV 
 IH LSTOMRW
UYIRGI SJ HMJJIVIRX STTSRIRXW XLIR TPE]IVW QE] LEZI PMXXPI MRGIRXMZI XS
HIZIPST QSVI WSTLMWXMGEXIH WXVEXIKMIW % TSTYPEXMSR SJ TPE]IVW EPWS SJJIVW
E HMJJIVIRX MRXIVTVIXEXMSR SJ QM\IH WXVEXIK] IUYMPMFVMYQ 8LI HMWXVMFYXMSR SJ
MW ER IUYMPMFVMYQ GSRGITX JEQMPMEV JVSQ IZSPYXMSREV] KEQI XLISV] 8LMW X]TI
PIEVRMRK
8LI QEMR GSRXVMFYXMSR SJ XLMW TETIV MW XS HIQSRWXVEXI XLEX MW TSWWMFPI XS
SFXEMR TVIGMWI VIWYPXW SR XLI EKKVIKEXMSR SJ PIEVRMRK FILEZMSV ERH XLEX JYV
XLIVQSVI XLI EKKVIKEXI H]REQMGW XLIVIF] SFXEMRIH EVI UYEPMXEXMZIP] ZIV]
WMQMPEV XS IZSPYXMSREV] H]REQMGW -R JEGX [I WLS[ XLEX XLI VITPMGEXSV H]
REQMGW MR FSXL TYVI ERH QM\IH WXVEXIK] JSVQW XLI EKKVIKEXI H]REQMGW
XLIR WLS[ XLEX JSV EPP SJ XLMW GPEWW XLEX VIKYPEV IZSPYXMSREVMP] WXEFPI WXVEXI
2EWL IUYMPMFVMYQ FEWIH SR IZSPYXMSREV] GSRWMHIVEXMSRW EVI VIPIZERX EPWS
JSV PIEVRMRK QSHIPW 7IGSRH YRPMOI I\MWXMRK QSHIPW SJ PIEVRMRK MR PEVKI
TSTYPEXMSRW WYGL EW 'ERRMRK  ERH *YHIRFIVK ERH 0IZMRI  I\
TPMGMX VIWYPXW SR XLI WXEFMPMX] SJ TEVXMGYPEV IUYMPMFVME EVI SFXEMRIH 4IVLETW
XMSRW SJ PIEVRMRK VYPIW SV IZSPYXMSREV] H]REQMGW ,IRGI [I GER LSTI XLEX
XLIWI VIWYPXW LEZI WSQI TVIHMGXMZI TS[IV
 0)%62-2+ %2( ):3098-32%6= (=2%1-'7
;I [MPP I\EQMRI PIEVRMRK MR XLI GSRXI\X SJ X[S TPE]IV RSVQEP JSVQ
KEQIW    MW E WIX SJ WXVEXIKMIW EZEMPEFPI XS
TPE]IV  E WIX SJ WXVEXIKMIW JSV TPE]IV  4E]SJJW EVI HIXIVQMRIH F]
 ER QEXVM\ SJ TE]SJJW ERH  [LMGL MW LEW X]TMGEP
IPIQIRX  [LMGL MW XLI TE]SJJ ER EKIRX VIGIMZIW [LIR TPE]MRK WXVEX
IK] EKEMRWX ER STTSRIRX TPE]MRK WXVEXIK]  ,S[IZIV [I [MPP PEVKIP]
FI HIEPMRK [MXL KEQIW XLEX EVI mW]QQIXVMGn MR XLI IZSPYXMSREV] WIRWI
XLEX MW KEQIW JSV [LMGL  +IRIVEPM^EXMSRW XS XLI EW]QQIXVMG GEWI
YPEXMSR SJ TPE]IVW IEGL TPE]MRK E WMRKPI TYVI WXVEXIK] -R XLMW GEWI XLI
%RH EPP TPE]IVW EVI HVE[R JVSQ XLI WEQI TSTYPEXMSR *SV E JYPPIV HMWGYWWMSR SJ XLI HMJJIV




*-+  (]REQMGW E FIWX VIWTSRWI F VITPMGEXSV H]REQMGW
-R GSRXVEWX XLI IZSPYXMSREV] VITPMGEXSV H]REQMGW [LIXLIV MR GSRXMRYSYW
SV HMWGVIXI XMQI EVI HIVMZIH SR XLI FEWMW XLEX XLI TVSTSVXMSREP VEXI SJ
KVS[XL SJ IEGL WXVEXIK] MW IUYEP XS XLI HMJJIVIRGI FIX[IIR MXW TE]SJJ \
XLI XL IPIQIRX SJ XLI ZIGXSV MR TEVIRXLIWIW ERH XLI EZIVEKI TE]SJJ MR
XLI TSTYPEXMSR \ \ MW E TSWMXMZI GSRWXERX




'PIEVP] FSXL H]REQMGW EVI GSRXMRYSYW XLI W]WXIQ QSZMRK WQSSXLP] XS
[EVH XLI WXVEXIKMIW IEVRMRK XLI LMKLIWX TE]SJJ 8LI VITPMGEXSV H]REQMG MR
HMWGVIXI XMQI JSV XLI KEQI  MW HVE[R MR *MK F 8LI MRXIVMSV QM\IH IUYM
PMFVMYQ MW E KPSFEP EXXVEGXSV XLI TYVI IUYMPMFVME EX   FIMRK YRWXEFPI
-QTSVXERX MR IZSPYXMSREV] XLISV] MW XLI MHIE SJ ER IZSPYXMSREVMP] WXEFPI
WXVEXIK] XLEX MW mE WXVEXIK] WYGL XLEX MJ EPP QIQFIVW SJ E TSTYPEXMSR EHSTX
SJ REXYVEP WIPIGXMSRn 1E]REVH 7QMXL  T  *SV E PEVKI VERHSQ
QEXGLMRK TSTYPEXMSR XLI GSRHMXMSRW EVI
%R IZSPYXMSREVMP] WXEFPI WXVEXIK]
U
U U \ U 
JSV EPP \ ERH JSV EPP \ WYGL XLEX IUYEPMX] LSPHW MR  U QYWX EPWS WEXMWJ]
XLI WXEFMPMX] GSRHMXMSR
U \ \ \ 
-R E FMSPSKMGEP GSRXI\X XLMW EVVMZIW JVSQ VIPEXMZI VITVSHYGXMZI WYGGIWW WII ,SJFEYIV ERH
7MKQYRH  FYX QE] EPWS FI ER ETTVSTVMEXI EWWYQTXMSR MR QSHIPMRK PIEVRMRK MR E LYQER
TSTYPEXMSR JSV I\EQTPI &MRQSVI ERH 7EQYIPWSR 
PIEVRMRK QEXGLMRK ERH EKKVIKEXMSR 
VITP] XS MXWIPJ ;IVI MX RSX WS E TSTYPEXMSR TPE]MRK XLEX WXVEXIK] GSYPH IEWMP]
FI MRZEHIH F] EKIRXW TPE]MRK XLI FIWX VITP] 8LI WIGSRH GSRHMXMSR HIQERHW
XLEX MJ XLIVI EVI E RYQFIV SJ EPXIVREXMZI FIWX VITPMIW XLER XLI )77 QYWX
FI FIXXIV EKEMRWX XLIQ XLER XLI] EVI EKEMRWX XLIQWIPZIW 8LYW MJ E QYXERX
WXVEXIK] [LMGL [EW ER EPXIVREXMZI FIWX VITP] [IVI XS IRXIV XLI TSTYPEXMSR
XLSWI EKIRXW TPE]MRK MX [SYPH SR EZIVEKI LEZI E PS[IV TE]SJJ XLER XLSWI
TPE]MRK XLI )77 ERH XLIVIJSVI [SYPH RSX KVS[ MR RYQFIV
8LIVI MW E WXVSRK GSRRIGXMSR FIX[IIR WXEFMPMX] YRHIV IZSPYXMSREV] H]REQ
MGW ERH XLI WXEXMG GSRGITX SJ )77
4VSTSWMXMSR  )ZIV] )77 MW ER EW]QTXSXMGEPP] WXEFPI IUYMPMFVMYQ JSV XLI
GSRXMRYSYW XMQI VITPMGEXSV H]REQMGW FYX XLI GSRZIVWI MW RSX XVYI 8LEX MW XLIVI
EVI EW]QTXSXMGEPP] WXEFPI WXEXIW JSV XLI VITPMGEXSV H]REQMGW [LMGL EVI RSX )77W
4VSSJ 7II JSV I\EQTPI ZER (EQQI  8LISVIQ 
*MGXMXMSYW TPE] GER EPWS GSRZIVKI SR XLI QM\IH IUYMPMFVMYQ SJ  FYX
MR E VEXLIV HMJJIVIRX QERRIV 7IXXMRK   MQEKMRI X[S TPE]IVW FSXL
[MXL MRMXMEP [IMKLXW SJ   
TPE]IV SFWIVZIW [LMGL WXVEXIK] XLI STTSRIRX GLSSWIW 8LI] XLIR YTHEXI
XLI [IMKLXWFIPMIJW EGGSVHMRK XS XLI TE]SJJW XLEX XLI] [SYPH VIGIMZI EKEMRWX
XLEX WXVEXIK] 8LYW EGGSVHMRK XS  [IMKLXW RS[ WXERH EX      8LI]
RS[ FSXL TVIJIV XLI WIGSRH WXVEXIK] 3RI GER MRJIV XLEX TPE]IV  FIPMIZIW
TPE]IV  %JXIV XLI WIGSRH VSYRH SJ TPE] MR [LMGL EKEMR FSXL TPE]IVW VIGIMZI
 XLI ZIGXSVW WXERH EX    
GSRXMRYEPP] QMWGSSVHMREXI EP[E]W VIGIMZMRK E TE]SJJ SJ  ERH XLEX WIGSRH
 ERH
XLIMV WIGSRH [MXL JVIUYIRG]   8LMW GSVVIWTSRHW XS XLI QM\IH WXVEXIK]
IUYMPMFVMYQ SJ  ,S[IZIV XLI TPE]IVW FILEZMSV WIIQW XS GSVVIWTSRH
SRP] XERKIRXMEPP] [MXL XLI MHIE SJ E QM\IH WXVEXIK] IUYMPMFVMYQ
8LI GSRGITX SJ E QM\IH WXVEXIK] IUYMPMFVMYQ MR YWI MR IZSPYXMSREV] KEQI
XLISV] WIIQW QSVI MRXYMXMZI -X MW EPWS ER EZIVEKI FYX RSX EGVSWW XMQI FYX
EGVSWW XLI HMJJIVMRK FILEZMSV SJ E PEVKI TSTYPEXMSR XLI EKKVIKEXI WXVEXIK]
HMWXVMFYXMSR MW E QM\IH WXVEXIK] IUYMPMFVMYQ 3RI QMKLX LSTI XLEX MJ IEGL MR
HMZMHYEP YWIH E PIEVRMRK VYPI XLEX PMOI XLI VITPMGEXSV H]REQMGW [EW E GSRXMR
YSYW JYRGXMSR SJ TE]SJJW WMQMPEVP] [IPP FILEZIH VIWYPXW GSYPH FI SFXEMRIH
,S[IZIV 'VE[JSVH   HIQSRWXVEXIW XLEX MR JEGX QM\IH WXVEXIK]
IUYMPMFVME ERH LIRGI QER] )77W EVI RSX WXEFPI JSV E QSHIP SJ XLMW OMRH
,S[IZIV [LMPI XLIWI VIWYPXW EVI GSVVIGX XLI] HS RSX XIPP XLI [LSPI WXSV] MR
XLI GSRXI\X SJ E VERHSQ QM\MRK TSTYPEXMSR 8LI QM\IH WXVEXIK] SJ MRHMZMH
YEPW [MPP RSX ETTVSEGL XLI IUYMPMFVMYQ SJ XLI X[S TPE]IV KEQI RSRIXLIPIWW
 IH LSTOMRW
[I EVI EFPI XS TVSZI GSRZIVKIRGI JSV XLI QIER WXVEXIK] MR XLI TSTYPEXMSR
JSV EPP VIKYPEV )77W
;LEX [I EVI KSMRK XS WLS[ MW XLEX [MXL E PEVKI TSTYPEXMSR SJ TPE]IVW [LS
EVI GSRXMRYEPP] VERHSQP] QEXGLIH XLMW X]TI SJ SYXGSQI MW TSWWMFPI IZIR
H]REQMG XLEX MW WQSSXL PMOI *MK F ERH RSX HMWGSRXMRYSYW PMOI *MK E 7YGL
WQSSXLRIWW HSIW RSX JSPPS[ EYXSQEXMGEPP] JVSQ EKKVIKEXMSR -R TEVXMGYPEV
MJ EPP TPE]IVW MR XLI TSTYPEXMSR LEZI XLI WEQI MRMXMEP FIPMIJW XLI XMQI TEXL
X[S TPE]IVW -QEKMRI MR XLI EFSZI I\EQTPI XLIVI MW ER IRXMVI TSTYPEXMSR
SJ TPE]IVW [MXL MRMXMEP [IMKLXW SJ     2S QEXXIV [MXL [LSQ XLI] EVI
QEXGLIH XLI] [MPP QIIX ER STTSRIRX TPE]MRK WXVEXIK]  ,IRGI EPP TPE]IVW
[MPP YTHEXI XLIMV FIPMIJW EX XLI WEQI VEXI ERH XLI WEQI G]GPI MW VITVSHYGIH
,S[IZIV XLMW MW SRP] TSWWMFPI KMZIR XLI GSRGIRXVEXMSR SJ XLI TSTYPEXMSR SR
E WMRKPI TSMRX -J MRWXIEH XLIVI MW E RSRHIKIRIVEXI HMWXVMFYXMSR SJ [IMKLXW
EGVSWW XLI TSTYPEXMSR MX QE] FI XLEX RSX EPP XLI TSTYPEXMSR [MPP GLERKI
WXVEXIK] EX SRGI
-QEKMRI RS[ XLEX XLI TPE]IVW LEZI MRMXMEP [IMKLXW SV FIPMIJW  [LIVI
MW YRMJSVQP] HMWXVMFYXIH SR    3RP] XLSWI MR XLI TSTYPEXMSR [MXL  
-R JEGX [I LEZI EVVMZIH MQQIHMEXIP] EX XLI TSTYPEXMSR WXEXI IUYMZEPIRX XS
XLI QM\IH WXVEXIK] IUYMPMFVMYQ [MXL LEPJ XLI TSTYPEXMSR TPE]MRK IEGL WXVEX
IK] -X MW IEW] XS GLIGO XLEX YRHIV VERHSQ QEXGLMRK MR WYGL E WXEXI XLIVI
MW RS I\TIGXIH GLERKI MR IEGL TPE]IVW WXVEXIK] -R XLMW GEWI EKKVIKEXMSR
XLI TSTYPEXMSR ;I [MPP KS SR XS QEOI E WSQI[LEX QSVI TVIGMWI WXEXIQIRX
MR QSVI HIXEMP
 1%8',-2+ 7',)1)7
%R] WXYH] SJ XLI VIGIRX PMXIVEXYVI SR PIEVRMRK ERH IZSPYXMSR [MPP VIZIEP
QSR EWWYQTXMSR ERH WIGSRH XLEX XLIVI EVI WIZIVEP [E]W SJ QSHIPMRK WYGL
MRXIVEGXMSR 8LMW HMZIVWMX] MW MR JEGX MQTSVXERX FSXL MR XIVQW SJ [LEX MX
MQTPMIW JSV XLISVIXMGEP VIWYPXW ERH MR [LEX GEWIW WYGL VIWYPXW EVI ETTPMGE
FPI *SV I\EQTPI XLIVI EVI WSQI IGSRSQMG SV WSGMEP WMXYEXMSRW [LIVI VER
HSQ QEXGLMRK QMKLX WIIQ E VIEWSREFPI ETTVS\MQEXMSR SJ EGXYEP MRXIVEGXMSR
% JEGX [LMGL *YHIRFIVK ERH /VITW  I\TPSMX 8LI] HS RSX GSRWMHIV XLI GEWI [LIVI
[MXLMR E TSTYPEXMSR SJ TPE]IVW MRHMZMHYEPW TSWWIWW HMJJIVMRK FIPMIJW
PIEVRMRK QEXGLMRK ERH EKKVIKEXMSR 
SXLIVW [LIVI MX [MPP RSX 3RP] MR WSQI GEWIW [MPP EKIRXW FI EFPI XS SFXEMR
MRJSVQEXMSR EFSYX XLI VIWYPX SJ QEXGLIW MR [LMGL XLI] [IVI RSX MRZSPZIH
ERH WS SR
*YHIRFIVK ERH /VITW  T  WYKKIWX XLVII EPXIVREXMZI WGLIQIW
%WWYQMRK E PEVKI TSTYPEXMSR SJ TSXIRXMEP TPE]IVW XLI] WYKKIWX  EW E
VIEWSREFPI RYQFIV XLI] TVSTSWI XLI JSPPS[MRK
7XSV]  %X IEGL HEXI  SRI KVSYT SJ TPE]IVW MW WIPIGXIH XS TPE] XLI
KEQI  8LI] HS WS ERH XLIMV EGXMSRW EVI VIZIEPIH XS EPP XLI TSXIRXMEP
TPE]IVW 8LSWI [LS TPE] EX HEXI EVI XLIR VIXYVRIH XS XLI TSSP SJ
TSXIRXMEP TPE]IVW
7XSV]  %X IEGL HEXI XLIVI MW E VERHSQ QEXGLMRK SJ EPP XLI TPE]
IVW WS XLEX IEGL TPE]IV MW EWWMKRIH XS E KVSYT [MXL [LSQ XLI KEQI
MW TPE]IH %X XLI IRH SJ XLI TIVMSH MX MW VITSVXIH XS EPP LS[ XLI IR
XMVI TSTYPEXMSR TPE]IH  8LI TPE] SJ ER] TEVXMGYPEV TPE]IV MW RIZIV
VIZIEPIH
7XSV]  %X IEGL HEXI XLIVI MW E VERHSQ QEXGLMRK SJ XLI TPE]IVW
ERH IEGL KVSYT TPE]W XLI KEQI )EGL TPE]IV VIGEPPW EX HEXI [LEX
LETTIRIH MR XLI TVIZMSYW IRGSYRXIVW MR [LMGL LI [EW MRZSPZIH [MXLSYX
ORS[MRK ER]XLMRK EFSYX XLI MHIRXMX] SV I\TIVMIRGIW SJ LMW GYVVIRX VMZEPW
-X MW [SVXL HVE[MRK SYX XLI MQTPMGEXMSRW SJ XLIWI HMJJIVIRX QEXGLMRK
WGLIQIW 7XSV]  MW XLI mGPEWWMGn WGLIQI EWWYQIH EW E FEWMW JSV XLI VITPMGE
VERHSQ QEXGLMRK XLI H]REQMGW EVI HIXIVQMRMWXMG XLMW LEW FIIR VMKSVSYWP]
EREP]^IH F] &S]PER  -X MW EPWS HIGIRXVEPM^IH ERH HSIW RSX VIUYMVI EW
HS 7XSVMIW  ERH  ER] TYFPMG ERRSYRGIQIRXW SJ VIWYPXW F] WSQI EYGXMSRIIV
HS RSX VIUYMVI WYGL E QIGLERMWQ 8LIWI MRGPYHI
7XSV] E -R IEGL VSYRH XLI TPE]IVW EVI QEXGLIH EGGSVHMRK XS
7XSV] F -R IEGL VSYRH XLIVI MW E mVSYRH VSFMRn XSYVREQIRX [LIVI
IEGL TPE]IV QIIXW IEGL SJ LMW TSXIRXMEP STTSRIRXW I\EGXP] SRGI
7XSVMIW E ERH F LEZI FIIR YWIH MR XLI PIEVRMRK PMXIVEXYVI TVMRGMTEPP]
JSV VIEWSRW SJ XVEGXEFMPMX] 8LI] IRWYVI E HIXIVQMRMWXMG VIWYPX XS XLI QEXGL
QEXGLMRKW MR 7XSV] E F] XLI PE[ SJ PEVKI RYQFIVW IRWYVIW XLEX E TVSTSV
XMSR IUYEP XS XLI EGXYEP JVIUYIRG] SZIV XLI [LSPI TSTYPEXMSR SJ STTSRIRXW
8LI mVSYRHn MW XLI XMQI YRMX SJ MR IZSPYXMSREV] QSHIPW VITVSHYGXMSR MR PIEVRMRK QSHIPW
HIGMWMSR 8LEX MW WXVEXIK] JVIUYIRGMIW EVI GSRWXERX [MXLMR E VSYRH IZIR MJ XLI VSYRH GSRXEMRW
QER] QEXGLIW












PIEVRMRK QEXGLMRK ERH EKKVIKEXMSR 
;LEX MW TEVXMGYPEVP] EXXVEGXMZI EFSYX XLMW VIWYPX MW XLEX XS HIXIVQMRI WXE
FMPMX] SRI RS PSRKIV LEW XS I\EQMRI XLI TSXIRXMEPP] GSQTPMGEXIH JYRGXMSR
\ EPSRI *SV
I\EQTPI JSV XLI 4*4 H]REQMGW MX MW RSX RIGIWWEV] XS ORS[ XLI WLETI SJ
XLI HMWXVMFYXMSR SJ FIPMIJW 8LI PEWX X[S GSRHMXMSRW SR EVI XLI WYFWXER
GSQFMRIH [MXL W]QQIXV] ;L] XLMW WLSYPH PIEH XS EW]QTXSXMG WXEFMPMX] JSV
)77W GER FI WIIR MR XLI XVEHMXMSREP IGSRSQMG XIVQW SJ GSRZI\MX] ERH GSR
\ TVSNIGXIH SRXS 6
JVSQ E KEQI [MXL  ERH [LMGL TSWWIWWIW E JYPP] QM\IH )77 EX XLI GIR
)77
8LI VSPI SJ W]QQIXV] MR XLI VIWYPXW MW QSVI GSQTPI\ *MVWX RSXI XLEX
XLI WIGSRH LEPJ SJ XLI TVSSJ SJ 4VSTSWMXMSR  HSIW RSX VIUYMVI W]QQIXV]
XSXMG WXEFMPMX] SJ TYVI WXVEXIK] )77W 7]QQIXV] MW LS[IZIV IWWIRXMEP MR XLI
W]QQIXV] VIUYMVIQIRX [SVOW F] VYPMRK SYX QEXVM\ JYRGXMSRW \ XLEX VIT
VIWIRX VSXEXMSRW 8LI MQTSVXERGI SJ XLMW MW MPPYWXVEXIH F] XLI I\EQTPI KMZIR
MR *VMIHQER  T  [LIVI LI GSRWXVYGXW E H]REQMG [LMGL HMZIVKIW
JVSQ E QM\IH )77 8LI H]REQMG GSRWXVYGXIH MW IJJIGXMZIP] ER ERXMGPSGO[MWI
\ 8LMW MW MPPYWXVEXIH MR *MK F 8LMW VITVI
WLS[R MR *MK E 8LI EVVS[W LEZI FIIR VSXEXIH F] PIWW XLER   WS XLEX
XLI] RS[ TSMRX SYX[EVH 8LMW MPPYWXVEXIW XLI JEGX XLEX MJ
RMXI FYX RSX W]QQIXVMG IZIR MJ GER
*VMIHQERW  GSRGITX SJ SVHIV GSQTEXMFMPMX] SV XLI QSRSXSRMGMX] SJ
2EGLFEV  ERH 7EQYIPWSR ERH >LERK  1SRSXSRMGMX] VIUYMVIW
XLEX MJJ \ \  ERH SVHIV GSQTEXMFMPMX] MJJ
\ \
SJ QSRSXSRMGMX] VIUYMVIW SRP] 0MTWGLMX^ GSRXMRYMX] VEXLIV XLER XLI HMJJIVIR
RMXIRIWW SJ EW *VMIHQER TSMRXW SYX SVHIV GSQTEXMFMPMX] MQTPMIW [IEO
XSRMGMX] ERH SVHIV GSQTEXMFMPMX] HS RSX MQTP] W]QQIXV] 'SRZIVWIP] XLIVI
 IH LSTOMRW
MFPI 8LMW MW IEW] XS WLS[ F] I\EQTPI 8EOI  ERH \  \ 
\   3VHIV GSQTEXMFMPMX] VIUYMVIW XLEX     
QSRSXSRMGMX]        [LIVIEW XLI GSR
 




SZIVWXVMGX -X MW TSWWMFPI XS LEZI E WXEXI [LIVI XLI EZIVEKI WXVEXIK] MR XLI
TSTYPEXMSR ERH LIRGI XLI I\TIGXIH WXVEXIK] SJ ER STTSRIRX MW IUYEP XS
XLI QM\IH WXVEXIK] IUYMPMFVMYQ EPXLSYKL RS EKIRX TPE]W XLI I\EGX QM\IH
XL QIQFIV SJ XLI TSTYPEXMSR
[MXL 
[ IEGL
VEXLIV XLER GLSSWMRK XLI WXVEXIK] [MXL XLI LMKLIWX [IMKLX IEGL TPE]IV TPE]W
WXVEXIK] [MXL TVSFEFMPMX]

8LYW LIVI MR E WMQMPEV [E] XS XLI QSHIP SJ >IIQER [I GER VITVIWIRX
IEGL MRHMZMHYEP EW E TSMRX ]  HMWXVMFYXIH EGGSVHMRK XS E JYRGXMSR
,S[IZIV LIVI [I LEZI XS XEOI EGGSYRX SJ XLI QEKRMXYHI SJ  XLI WYQ
SJ ER EKIRXW [IMKLXW ;I EWWYQI XLEX XLI] EVI HMWXVMFYXIH SR 6 EGGSVHMRK
XS E JYRGXMSR  ERH PIX FI XLI NSMRX HMWXVMFYXMSR JYRGXMSR MRGSVTSVEX
MRK ERH  SR 6 %RH EKEMR MR E PEVKI VERHSQ QM\MRK TSTYPEXMSR
XLI TVSFEFMPMX] SJ QIIXMRK ER STTSRIRX TPE]MRK WXVEXIK] [MPP FI  [LIVI
\ ]  ,S[IZIV VEXLIV XLER
WXVEXIK] HMWXVMFYXMSRW FIMRK GLERKIH EGGSVHMRK XS ER IZSPYXMSREV] TVSGIWW
IEGL MRHMZMHYEP PIEVRW F] EHNYWXMRK XLI TVSFEFMPMX] XLEX WLI TPE]W IEGL WXVEX
IK] MR VIPEXMSR XS XLI TE]SJJ XLEX XLI WXVEXIK] IEVRW -J E WXVEXIK] MW GLSWIR
ERH TPE]MRK XLEX WXVEXIK] ]MIPHW E TSWMXMZI TE]SJJ XLIR XLI TVSFEFMPMX] SJ
TPE]MRK XLEX WXVEXIK] MW mVIMRJSVGIHn F] XLI TE]SJJ IEVRIH -R TEVXMGYPEV MJ
ER MRHMZMHYEP TPE]W WXVEXIK] EKEMRWX ER STTSRIRX TPE]MRK WXVEXIK]  XLIR
XLI XL IPIQIRX SJ [ MW MRGVIEWIH F] XLI VIWYPXMRK TE]SJJ EKEMR WGEPIH F]
XLI PIRKXL SJ XLI TIVMSH 
,S[IZIV EPP SXLIV IPIQIRXW SJ [ VIQEMR YRGLERKIH 8LMW MW XLI m&EWMG
1SHIPn SJ 6SXL ERH )VIZ  [LS KMZI E RYQFIV SJ VIEWSRW [L] XLMW
QE] FI E VIEWSREFPI ETTVS\MQEXMSR SJ LYQER PIEVRMRK 8LYW XLI I\TIGXIH
GLERKI MW KMZIR F]
\  
XMXMSYW TPE] *MVWX MX MW WXSGLEWXMG RSX HIXIVQMRMWXMG 7IGSRH [LMPI YRHIV
LEZI VIGIMZIH MJ XLI] LEH YWIH WSQI SXLIV WXVEXIK] LIVI EKIRXW SRP] GSR
WMHIV [LEX EGXMSRW XLI] EGXYEPP] TPE] ERH [LEX TE]SJJW XLI] EGXYEPP] VIGIMZI
PIEVRMRK QEXGLMRK ERH EKKVIKEXMSR 
XLMW X]TI SJ PIEVRMRK QSHIP [EW HIZIPSTIH XS EREP]^I ERMQEP FILEZMSV
SJJW XS FI RSRRIKEXMZI ERH XLEX EPP EKIRXW WXEVX [MXL EPP IPIQIRXW SJ XLIMV




8LMW MW E WTIGMEP GEWI SJ XLI 647 VYPI SJ ,EVPI]  'VE[JSVH 
GLEVEGXIVM^IW MRHMZMHYEP FILEZMSV MR E PEVKI TSTYPEXMSR SJ TPE]IVW F] XLI
HIXIVQMRMWXMG GSRXMRYSYW XMQI IUYEXMSR
\ ] \ 
8S SFXEMR E HIXIVQMRMWXMG VIWYPX EKEMR WSQI JSVQ SJ 7XSV]  QEXGLMRK MW
EWWYQIH &cSVKIVW ERH 7EVMR  WLS[ XLEX F] YWMRK E WPMKLXP] HMJJIVIRX
WMQMPEV XS 'VE[JSVHW IUYEXMSR  8LI EHZERXEKI SJ XLI ETTVSEGL SJ
&cSVKIVW ERH 7EVMR ERH 'VE[JSVH MW XLEX PIEVRMRK FILEZMSV MW IEWMIV XS GLEV
EGXIVM^I FYX SRP] EX XLI GSWX SJ EHHMXMSREP EWWYQTXMSRW
-R ER] GEWI XLI RI\X WXIT MW XS HIVMZI ER I\TVIWWMSR JSV XLI IZSPYXMSR
SJ XLI TSTYPEXMSR QIER 9RHIV 7XSV]  X]TI QEXGLMRK XLI GLERKIW QEHI
MR IEGL EKIRXW FIPMIJW [MPP HITIRH SR XLI WXVEXIK] GLSWIR F] XLEX EKIRX
ERH F] LMW STTSRIRX FSXL VERHSQ ZEVMEFPIW 2SRIXLIPIWW MJ [I XLMRO
SJ XLI GLERKI QEHI F] IEGL EKIRX EW E HVE[ JVSQ XLI HMWXVMFYXMSR XLEX
HIWGVMFIW XLI TSTYPEXMSR MW XLIR XLI WEQTPI QIER ,IRGI
XLI ZEVMERGI SJ XLI GLERKI MR MW HIGVIEWMRK MR XLI RYQFIV SJ EKIRXW 8LYW
FI HIXIVQMRMWXMG ;I LEZI JVSQ  PIEZMRK SYX XLI LMKLIV SVHIV XIVQW
[LMGL [SYPH HMWETTIEV ER][E] [LIR [I XEOI XLI PMQMX 
\ ] \ ] \
I ] ] \ \ 
)MXLIV [I GSRWMHIV SRP] KEQIW [MXL TSWMXMZI TE]SJJW SV [I EHH E TSWMXMZI GSRWXERX XS EPP
RS HMJJIVIRGI XS E KEQIW WXVEXIKMG TVSTIVXMIW XLSYKL MR E H]REQMG GSRXI\X MX GER GLERKI XLI
VEXI SJ EHNYWXQIRX 7II XLI HMWGYWWMSR SJ HMWGVIXI XMQI TVSGIWWIW MR XLI RI\X WIGXMSR
)UYEXMSR  GER FI SFXEMRIH F] WIXXMRK [LEX ,EVPI] GEPPW XLI mQIQSV] JEGXSVn XS 





MJ JSV I\EQTPI  ERH  FYX RSX MJ  ERH  ;I GER
H]REQMGW 7YGL HMZIVKIRGI MW RSX RIGIWWEVMP] mMVVEXMSREPn SV mQ]STMGn -R
HIIH MJ      EZIVEKI TE]SJJW EVI EX E QMRMQYQ EX XLI
QM\IH IUYMPMFVMYQ (MZIVKIRGI MRGVIEWIW EZIVEKI TE]SJJW
8LI VSFYWXRIWW SJ XLIWI VIWYPXW LS[IZIV HSIW HITIRH SR XLI TVSTIVX]
EXXVEGXSVW SV VITIPPSVW 9WMRK  EKEMR EW ER I\EQTPI XLI TYVI WXVEXIK]
VITPMGEXSV H]REQMGW GSRZIVKI MJJ       XLI PMRIEV H]REQMGW MJJ
      [LMPI WMQYPEXMSR WYKKIWXW XLEX XLI 4*4 H]
REQMGW [MPP GSRZIVKI XS ER] IUYMPMFVMYQ SJ XLI KEQI [LMGL MW RSX TSWMXMZI
;I GSRGPYHI XLMW WIGXMSR [MXL HMWGYWWMSR SJ XLI I\XIRWMSR SJ XLI EFSZI VI
H]REQMG WYGL XLEX
\  \ \ 
[LIVI
FI XLI HMWGVIXI XMQI VITPMGEXSV H]REQMGW  SV XLI HMWGVIXI H]REQMG WTIG
EW]QTXSXMGEPP] WXEFPI XLI WIGSRH TEVX SJ XLI TVSSJ SJ 4VSTSWMXMSR  ETTP]
MRK IUYEPP] [IPP MR HMWGVIXI XMQI 8LI TVSFPIQ MW EW EP[E]W [MXL QM\IH
U [MPP FI
U 
%W [I LEZI WLS[R XLI IMKIRZEPYIW SJ EVI RIKEXMZI -J LS[IZIV XLI]
EVI XSS mPEVKIn XLI EFWSPYXI ZEPYIW SJ XLI IMKIRZEPYIW SJ [MPP FI
XS HMZIVKI JVSQ E QM\IH )77 8LMW MW KSMRK XS HITIRH SR XLI QEKRMXYHI SJ
XLI GLERKI MR WXVEXIK] HMWXVMFYXMSR QEHI IEGL TIVMSH -R XLI GEWI SJ E TYVI
MW TSWWMFPI XS WLSSX VMKLX TEWX E QM\IH WXVEXIK] IUYMPMFVMYQ 2SXI XLEX JSV
I\EQTPI JSV XLI HMWGVIXI XMQI VITPMGEXSV H]REQMGW KMZIR MR  XLI VEXI SJ
EHNYWXQIRX MW HIGVIEWMRK MR XLI GSRWXERX  ,IRGI XLI WXEFMPMX] SJ )77W GER
FI EWWYVIH MJ
VEXI SJ GLERKI MW HIGVIEWMRK SZIV XMQI EW XLI WM^I SJ MRHMZMHYEPW [IMKLXW
 MR XLI RSXEXMSR SJ XLI PEWX WIGXMSR MRGVIEWIW *YVXLIVQSVI MR XLI GEWI
LEW TSWMXMZI IMKIRZEPYIW XLIR EPP
PIEVRMRK QEXGLMRK ERH EKKVIKEXMSR 
XLI IMKIRZEPYIW SJ XLI PMRIEVM^EXMSR  EVI GPIEVP] KVIEXIV XLER  ERH XLI
IUYMPMFVMYQ [MPP QSWX GIVXEMRP] FI YRWXEFPI
-R XLI GEWI SJ EW]QQIXVMG KEQIW MX MW [IPP ORS[R XLEX RS QM\IH WXVEXIK]
IUYMPMFVME EVI )77W *YVXLIVQSVI MX MW EPWS [IPP ORS[R XLEX QM\IH WXVEXIK]
IUYMPMFVME EVI IMXLIV WEHHPIW SV GIRXIVW JSV XLI VITPMGEXSV H]REQMGW ,SJ
FEYIV ERH 7MKQYRH  -X MW IEW] XS WLS[ XLEX XLMW VIWYPX KIRIVEPM^IW XS
\ KMZI XLI WXVEXIK] JVIUYIR
] MR XLI WIGSRH ERH \ ] ] \
[LIVI ERH
PMRIH EFSZI 8LIR XLI EVKYQIRX SYXPMRIH MR ,SJFEYIV ERH 7MKQYRH 
TT   KSIW XLVSYKL YRGLERKIH MR XLEX XLI PMRIEVM^EXMSR EVSYRH E
QM\IH IUYMPMFVMYQ U [MPP FI KMZIR F]
 U
U 
8LI ^IVS XVEGI MQTPMIW IMKIRZEPYIW XLEX EVI IMXLIV E QM\ SJ TSWMXMZI ERH
RIKEXMZI SV LEZI VIEP TEVX ^IVS -R XLI PEXXIV GEWI [I [SYPH GEPP XLI IUYM
PMFVMYQ E GIRXIV FYX HITIRHMRK SR LMKLIV SVHIV XIVQW MX QE] RSRIXLIPIWW
FI WXEFPI SV YRWXEFPI EKEMR WII ,SJFEYIV ERH 7MKQYRH  TT  
 '32'097-32
8LIVI LEW FIIR WSQI HIFEXI EW XS [LIXLIV XLI VITPMGEXSV H]REQMGW MR
WTMXI SJ XLIMV FMSPSKMGEP SVMKMRW GER WIVZI EW E PIEVRMRK H]REQMG JSV LYQER
TSTYPEXMSRW 8LI VIWYPXW SFXEMRIH LIVI SR SRI PIZIP KMZI WSQI WYTTSVX XS
XLI WOITXMGW 8LI EKKVIKEXMSR SJ PIEVRMRK FILEZMSV EGVSWW E PEVKI TSTYPEXMSR
MW RSX MR KIRIVEP MHIRXMGEP XS XLI VITPMGEXSV H]REQMGW MR IMXLIV XLIMV TYVI
SV QM\IH WXVEXIK] JSVQYPEXMSR ,S[IZIV MX MW GPIEV XLEX EPP XLIWI H]REQMGW
[LIXLIV SJ PIEVRMRK SV IZSPYXMSR WLEVI QER] SJ XLI WEQI TVSTIVXMIW
8LMW MW ZEPYEFPI MR XLEX EW XLI PMXIVEXYVI SR PIEVRMRK ERH IZSPYXMSR LEW
E TVSPMJIVEXMSR SJ HMJJIVIRX QSHIPW ERH GSRWIUYIRXP] HMJJIVIRX VIWYPXW 8LI
LSTI LIVI MW XLEX [I LEZI SFXEMRIH E VIWYPX XLEX MW VIEWSREFP] VSFYWX )77W
EVI EW]QTXSXMGEPP] WXEFPI JSV QER] ETTEVIRXP] HMJJIVIRX EHETXMZI TVSGIWWIW
[LIR XLIWI TVSGIWWIW EVI EKKVIKEXIH EGVSWW E PEVKI VERHSQ QM\MRK TST
XLIVQSVI MX LEW FIIR HMWGVIHMXIH MR XLI I]IW SJ WSQI FIGEYWI MX HSIW RSX
GSVVIWTSRH I\EGXP] XS EW]QTXSXMG WXEFMPMX] YRHIV TYVI WXVEXIK] VITPMGEXSV
H]REQMGW 4VSTSWMXMSR  ,S[IZIV XLIWI EVI RSX XLI SRP] H]REQMGW SJ MR
XLI GSRGITX SJ )77 MW XLI SRI XLEX MW VIPIZERX -R I\XIRHMRK I\MWXMRK VIWYPXW
 IH LSTOMRW
IWWIRXMEP
6IWIEVGLIVW LEZI FIKYR XS XIWX XLI TVIHMGXMSRW SJ QSHIPW SJ PIEVRMRK ERH
IZSPYXMSR F] GEVV]MRK SYX I\TIVMQIRXW 8LI VIWYPXW TVIWIRXIH MR XLMW TETIV
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